PHM calls upon progressive civil society groups and social movement to practice solidarity with Palestinian people against the racist crime of the century of the US administration and Israelis.

PHM calls upon governments, civil society organizations, social movements to proactively support the case of Palestine in front of the International Criminal Court to investigate the war crimes committed by the Israeli occupation forces against Palestinian People.

PHM endorses the statement of the Palestinian Non Governmental Organizations (PNGO) and call upon organizations and individuals to endorse it.

The PNGO Statement:

PNGO affirms that the real response to the deal of the century begins with achieving national unity, ending the state of political division and restoring consideration to our national cause as a cause of national liberation for a people under occupation and an occupying power that continues and exercises its crimes against it, including colonial settlement, Judaization and the unfair siege on the Gaza Strip.

PNGO stresses the necessity to unify the Palestinians people in facing this deal that violates our people’s right to freedom, end the occupation, establish an independent state with Jerusalem as its capital, and return and compensate the refugees and assure their rights guaranteed by international legitimacy resolutions.

President Trump announcement last evening is only a new proof of the American persistence and partnering with the position of the occupation government in opposing the rights of our people as part of attempts to liquidate the entire national cause.

PNGO also confirms that the steadfast Palestinian people adhere to their rights to confront the Israeli occupation and its attacks and will not accept this deal or any ideas or projects to trade their national rights with the illusion of the alleged economic peace.

This deal is nothing but a rude departure from international law and international humanitarian law, and a systematic insistence in ignoring all international norms and legitimacy, PNGO also stresses the importance of working to implement the decisions of the Central and National Councils to disengage from the occupation state and end all forms of relationship with it in all economic, political and security fields.

PNGO calls on all of our people for the broadest participation in the activities that will be organized in the face of this conspiracy in various Palestinian regions, which begins this evening Tuesday in a unified manner in the Palestinian West Bank, Gaza Strip, the Palestinian interior, and the diaspora in a unified message to reject the deal, and call to protect our people and end occupation of the land completely and stresses that popular will is enough to drop the deal of the century and not allow its passage.

PNGO calls on Arab civil society organizations and in the whole world to act in order to confront this deal, and organize pressure campaigns to protect the justice system and human rights, as well as with international institutions and human and community organizations in many countries of the world in order to develop tools of international solidarity to support Palestinian national rights and stop The Israeli aggression against our people in an open war launched by the occupying power to impose a solution to the fait accompli and liquidate its national cause.